ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The USVs have been widely used in various marine applications in the past decades, with military applications being dominant. When the USVs perform dangerous missions, such as sea patrol or coastal guarding in harsh environments, the risk to the personnel is obviously reduced due to the minimal involvement of human operators [1] . In addition, it should be noted that civilian applications, such as environmental monitoring [2] or search and rescue missions [3] , are also important and promising for the USVs. In highly polluted lakes, USVs can be used to collect water samples without direct human participation [2] . Together with a micro aerial vehicle, the USV played an important role while surveying damages in parts of Marco Island after Hurricane Wilma in 2005 [3] . Therefore, USVs can be combined with other unmanned systems to perform various tasks without human intervention, and essentially exhibit highly nonlinear dynamics.
Path planning aims to guide the vehicle from its initial position to the destination while possessing accurate perception of the environment and effective collision avoidance capabilities [4] - [6] . The path planning process can generally have the form of three different approaches: global approach (path generated prior to launching the USV) [7] , local approach (path generated while the vehicle is en-route) [8] , and hybrid approach [9] . To obtain the path, different computational methods can be applied, such as optimization methods based on evolutionary algorithms (EAs) and/or genetic algorithms (Gas) [10] ), heuristic search algorithms (graph search techniques), and potential fields (artificial potential fields -APFs). However, GAs has the drawbacks of lacking convergence and expensive computational costs. Thus the generated path may lack consistency, which will limit its real-time implementation. Compared to optimization methods, the heuristic methods (graph search techniques) can quickly find an optimal path with the least number of nodes because they use the grid-based strategy [11] [12] . However, a further path smoothing procedure is needed to deal with the non-holonomic constraints of the vehicle [11] . Moreover, they don't provide the global optimal path and are not suited to cases where the environment is highly dynamic and has strong effects on the robots.
In the potential field (PF) approach, the target points are assigned with attractive fields, while the obstacles are distributed with repulsive fields [13] . This approach is becoming more and more popular, due to its easy implementation and good collision avoidance capability. The input data to the potential field algorithm can be obtained directly from range sensors, without map calculations and estimations. Potential field algorithms are appropriate for underlying real-time control at the lack of global information, but the problem of local minima and target unreachability may appear. Therefore, this kind of problem needs to be handled by global algorithms at a higher layer [13] . Here, two major solutions have been worked out [14] [15] . When facing moving obstacles and the time-varying environment, the APF can modify the path to avoid collisions. However, most potential field methods focus their attention on theoretical analyses and regard the vehicle as a mass point or rigid body without constraints. Moreover, the marine environment and the limited energy of the vehicle are not sufficiently taken into account or even ignored in path planning [16] .
The influence of the marine environment cannot be ignored when developing the path planning algorithms for marine vehicles, especially for those with limited operating speed and relatively small dimensions and displacements. The environmental effects and energy consumption should be considered in the path planning in the ocean, which is different from the general path planning on land, to find the shortest path while avoiding the obstacles [17] . Although many researchers have proposed intelligent path planning algorithms to deal with the environmental influences of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), very little work has been done for unmanned surface vehicles (USVs). Thus, if the generated path ignores the environmental effects, more fuel may be consumed, or the path may be too difficult to follow [18] . It is difficult to select the optimal path in terms of the expected energy consumption using only the kinematics-based or distance-based approach. In [19] , Garau et al. presented the effect of current fields in the path planning problem using the A* search algorithm with time-optimal cost. They emphasized the importance of the marine environment in path planning. Considering the time-varying currents, an iterative non-linear optimization method was used in [20] to find the time-optimal path. The comparison has also been made with other selected path planning algorithms, such as RRT, Line-of-sight, A*, and Constant-Time Surfacing-A* [21] . In addition, numerous energy-efficient path planning approaches have been applied to improve the endurance of surface vehicles. However, non-holonomic constraints of vehicles were ignored in those approaches [22] - [24] .
In view of the above issues, this work is devoted to developing a multi-layered potential field method for a waterjet propelled USV to minimize its energy consumption in the presence of marine environments, such as wind and surface currents. The diagram of the method is shown in Fig. 2 . The performance of the proposed algorithm was verified through comparison of simulation results. The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as below: 1) Taking into account the influence of the wind and surface currents on the local path planning of a water-jet propelled USV, a multi-layered potential field method is proposed to minimize the energy consumption.
2) The paper constructs a synthetic environment framework, which incorporates the information of the base potential field layer and the environment layer.
3) The traditional potential field method is extended by including the velocity information of the USV and the obstacles to avoid collisions with dynamic obstacles.
PLANNING SPACE REPRESENTATION PROBLEM STATEMENT
To achieve autonomous USV path planning in the maritime environment, two critical problems need to be addressed. The first problem is collision avoidance with dynamic obstacles composing kinematic constraints. The second problem is generation of the minimum energy consumption path under the influence of wind and surface currents. To address the aforementioned problems and challenges, a synthetic environment framework and multi-layered potential field method are developed in this paper.
Assumption 1: The position and velocity of both the USV and the target are well known.
Assumption 2: The positions and velocities of surface obstacles can be accurately measured online.
Assumption 3: Among the marine environmental effects, wind and surface currents are mainly considered in this paper.
Assumption 4:
The obstacle velocity is equal to or less than the USV velocity, and its motion is linear and uniform.
KINEMATIC MODEL OF WATER-JET PROPELLED USV
The USV is equipped with water-jet propulsion, nozzle pump, rudder sensor, astern pump & sensor, compass, radar, GPS, anemoscope & dogvane, wireless system, etc. [25] . The equipment of the USV is shown in Fig. 1 . To simplify the algorithm, the USV is assumed to be a three degree of freedom (3-DOF) system, including surge, sway, and yaw [1] . Then, the kinematic model is formulated as: 
is the transformation matrix. 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL OF WATER-JET PROPELLED USV
The propulsion adopts the water jet HJ292, made by Hamilton Company, the detailed parameters of which are listed in Appendix, Tab. 3. The output power e P of the waterjet propeller is [26] :
where g is the acceleration of gravity; ρ is the sea water density; , ,
A A A are the cross sectional areas of nozzle, water inlet, and bend, respectively; j υ is the nozzle velocity; s υ is the inlet velocity; s h is the water-jet propeller loss; j h is the vertical distance between inlet and water-jet center, and ζ is the kinetic energy utilization coefficient.
The nozzle velocity j υ is: 
The actual energy consumption t W of the water-jet propelled USV is expressed as:
where i d is the length of th i path segment during t ∆ , and N is the total number of path segments.
ENVIRONMENT FRAMEWORK
In the majority of previous works, the path planning algorithm has been primarily applied in the configuration space ( C space − ), which consists of the obstacle space ( obs C ) and the collision-free space ( free C ). Within the -C space , the movement of the USV can be represented as the configuration, i.e. the vector specifying all USV motion parameters, such as its position and orientation [26] . In general, the C space is the set of all possible configurations.
A new environment framework is constructed in the form of a synthetic field representing the influence of both the dynamic obstacles and the marine environment. This framework bears the name of the synthetic force function syn F and includes two main layers (see Fig. 2 ): 1) The C space − is the base potential field layer, denoted as base U , which can be obtained from the data acquisition module of the USV navigation system [16] . Normally, the base potential field layer is represented as a binary grid map, where the obstacles and the collision-free space are distinguished in black and white. In each grid, the configuration has its coordinates relative to the C space − frame coordinates, and the corresponding weights with values of 0 ( obs C ) or 1 ( free C ).
2) The marine environment influence factors are represented as the environment layer, denoted as the environment force function env F . The ocean wave effect is not negligible in terms of force magnitude, but the frequency range does not affect vehicle maneuvering, and the marine waves mostly affect the floating body motions, which are more important for dynamic positioning than for path planning. According to Assumptions 2 and 3, this paper mainly considers the influence of wind and surface currents which are known in advance.
MULTI-LAYERED POTENTIAL FIELD METHOD
A multi-layered potential field method is proposed for planning the path of the water-jet propelled USV to minimize its energy consumption, considering the environmental impact of the wind and surface currents. Unlike conventional potential functions, the here proposed multi-layered potential field method constructs a synthetic environment framework which incorporates the information of the base potential field layer and the environment layer to generate the energy-saving efficiency path. In addition, the proposed method integrates kinematic control, and the attractive and repulsive functions are extended by including the velocity information of the USV and the obstacles to avoid collisions with dynamic obstacles. Fig. 2 outlines the schematic of the multi-layered potential field approach. The pre-processed synthetic field map is generated from the two-layered information. The first layer is called the base potential field layer and represents the general navigation information, which mainly reflects the influence of obstacles. The base potential field layer has two sub-layers: 1) the attraction potential field, on which the target point of the path is given as the specific mission requirement, and 2) the repulsion potential field, where the information of dynamic obstacles, for example moving vehicles, is calculated from the sensor data. 
ALGORITHM STRUCTURE

Fig.2. Schematic of the multi-layered potential field method
The second layer bears the name of the environment layer. It contains sub-layers with all the information of marine environmental factors, such as wind and surface currents, that can affect the USV voyage. All the information in the base potential field and the environment layers is used to search for a path. Details on how to obtain the synthetic field and the synthetic force function, as well as the minimum energy consumption strategies will be illustrated in the following sections.
BASE POTENTIAL FIELD LAYER
1) Attractive potential function
The conventional potential field method defines the attractive potential function as a function of the relative distance between the USV and the target, regardless of the USV velocity. Hence, the conventional method sometimes fails to provide a soft-landing solution, more precisely: the USV reaches the target with non-zero speed. To overcome this difficulty, the attractive potential function given by Eq. (7) is proposed [16] . This function contains the velocity information which provides soft landing. The idea of taking the velocity into account has been adapted in the following way:
where ( )
PG d t is the Euclidean distance between the USV
and the target, ( ) tol u t is the USV velocity at time t ; 1 2 , λ λ are positive scalar parameters; and , m n are positive constants. The main disadvantage of the above attractive potential function is that the attraction force significantly depends on the distance to the target. In order to solve this problem, the method makes use of some improvements. The benefit of the improved function is that the attractive potential field is almost constant, as a result of which the generated path is independent from the distance to the target when the USV is not close to it and the function can avoid the local minimum problem.
where , α β are positive constants. The term 
The rotation matrix describes the nature of USV operations to be performed in order to avoid collisions and local minima efficiently.
In Eq. (9) U d u approaches its minimum of zero if and only if both the USV velocity and the distance between the target and the USV approach zero.
The attractive force vector function pointing from the USV to the target can be calculated as the derivative of the above potential function: 
where PG n is the unit vector pointing from the USV to the target and VPG n is the unit vector pointing in the USV velocity direction. The attractive force functions are shown in Fig. 3 . When the velocity is constant, the force field proposed in this paper is almost constant when the USV is relatively far from the target. The force vector function in Fig. 3 is given by:
Fig.3. The improved attractive force function according to Eqs., (red solid line), and the linear and exponential characteristics of attractive force functions widely used in the literature, e.g. Eq. (7) (blue solid line and red dashed line, respectively).
2) Repulsive potential function In order to avoid collisions with dynamic obstacles while taking the velocities of the USV and the obstacles into account, the repulsive potential function is proposed in the following form: 
where PO d is the Euclidean distance between the USV and the obstacle, obs u is the velocity of the dynamic obstacle; 3 4 , λ λ are scalar positive parameters; 0 d is the positive constant denoting the distance of influence of the obstacle.
The repulsive force vector function pointing from the USV to the obstacle can be calculated as the derivative of the potential function: 
where PO n is the unit vector pointing from the USV to the obstacle and VPO n is the unit vector pointing in the direction of the relative USV velocity with respect to the dynamic obstacle. 
The base force function base F is obtained by adding the attractive force function and the repulsive force functions given by Eqs. (12) and (19), respectively. where i is the number of obstacles and varies from 1 to h .
ENVIRONMENT LAYER AND SYNTHETIC FORCE FUNCTION
The websites of Korea Hydrographic and Oceanographic Administration (KHOA) 1 in Korea, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 2 in the United States of America, and the National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), for instance, provide the marine environmental information. Moreover, data are available from a tidal atlas or admiralty charts for different time periods, based on which different astronomical influences can be predicted. Among them, the prediction of the wind is the most accurate and its actual effect is longer, while the data on surface currents contain uncertainties. Therefore, calculating the surface currents from the wind data is also of practical significance. The surface current velocity c V can be calculated using the Ekman theory as:
where w V is the wind velocity and φ is the latitude.
The environment force function is: increasing, which leads to USV concussion at the target point.
To address this problem, the syn F is improved as follows:
The energy consumption syn W , which is the sum of the synthetic force functions syn F at each position, can be expressed as:
where η is a positive constant, and When the marine environment is neglected, the shortest distance corresponds to the minimum energy consumption paths, otherwise the shortest distance and the minimum energy consumption paths can be different. From the simulation results shown in Fig. 4 and the data analysis of Tab.1, the influence of different force weighs on the travel distance and the energy consumption of the planned path can be obtained. When neglecting the wind and surface currents, i.e. 1 2 0, 1 ε ε = = , the planned path is the shortest and the energy consumption reaches minimum. On the other hand, when considering the wind and the surface currents, the planned path has the minimum energy consumption for 1 2 0.008, 1 ε ε = = , but the travel distance is not the shortest for these values. In order to achieve the minimum energy consumption, force weighting is used. 
SIMULATIONS
The proposed multi-layered potential field method for local path planning has been tested and verified in different marine environments subject to wind and surface currents. For clarity, the simulation results are compared with the situation which neglects the wind and currents. Performance evaluations of the proposed algorithm and the planned USV path are provided in Figs. 5-7 and Tab.2 In the simulation environment, the dimension of the simulation area is 250 250 m m × , while the initial point and the target point of the USV voyage are (10 ,10 ), (200 ,190 ) m m m m , respectively. The concentric circle is a dynamic obstacle, and the outer circle is its influence range which is 3 times the length of the dynamic obstacle. Besides, the initial point and the target point of USV voyage are marked as black stars, while the instantaneous USV positions on the planned path are drawn as black solid line markers. The vector arrows represent the size and direction of the resultant forces of the wind and surface currents. The resultant direction of the wind and surface currents is gradually shifted eastward. The multilayered potential field generated in the simulations is shown using the color which varies from blue to red to represent different potential values from low to high as shown in the bar chart. It can also be observed that the target point has the lowest potential field. Before starting the simulations, the following assumptions have been made: 1) The kinetic equation is not considered, and the USV only considers kinematic equations. 2) The water in the environment is assumed to have a constant density, ρ = const.
3) The wind and surface currents have the same direction, and the initial direction of the wind wo ϕ is south.
The simulation parameters are defined as follows. It should be noted that these parameters can be adapted to different environmental situations.
Remark 1: For interpretation of the references to colors in all figure legends, the reader is referred to the web version of this article. To validate the performance of the proposed algorithm, simulation studies were performed in different dynamic environments, including overtaking and crossing situations. The multi-layered potential field method was then run in the same dynamic obstacle environments using the same simulation parameters, and start and target points of the mission. The only difference in the comparison simulations was whether the simulation took into account, or neglected, Tab. 2. These data indicate that local path planning making use of the multi-layered potential field method can save on the energy cost while keeping the distance cost as low as possible. It can be seen that the energy consumption along the planned path under the environmental interference is relatively small, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Meanwhile, the above planned paths are able to successfully avoid dynamic obstacles. 
Tab. 2. Energy consumption and distance in different dynamic environments
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
The multi-layered potential field method has been used for local path planning of a water-jet propelled USV in the presence of wind and surface currents, in order to achieve minimum energy consumption. Comparing to the previous researches, the proposed method constructs a synthetic environment framework, which incorporates the information of the base potential field layer and the environment layer. In addition, the traditional potential field method integrates kinematic control and is extended by including the velocity information of the USV and the obstacles to avoid the collision with dynamic obstacles. The performance of the proposed algorithm has been positively verified through comparison of simulation results, thus confirming the reliability and efficiency of the algorithm in avoiding dynamic obstacles and minimizing energy consumption.
For future work, the proposed algorithm will be improved in several ways to increase further the practicability of the planned paths. Firstly, it will undergo verifications in reallife experiments with physical USV models and, after that, in a real environment on board a USV to demonstrate its feasibility. Secondly, the hydrodynamic forces will be combined with the kinetic equation to consider their influence on USV performance. Thirdly, the developed method can be further extended to handle more complex cases, such as to track the moving target. From a general point of view, these future works will contribute to the development of autonomy of USV operation, which is also the ultimate goal of this research work.
APPENDIX A
Under three degrees of freedom, the force of wind and surface currents is represented by [26] : 
